GENESEE JACKPOT PICK-6 RULES
The Genesee Jackpot Pick-6 is a brand-new wager that launches on Wednesday, July 21, 2021 at
Batavia Downs.
It is a Jackpot Pick 6 bet and it replaces the $2 Pick 6 that was previously offered at Batavia Downs.
The Genesee Pick-6 will be offered on each race card normally on the sixth race.
What are the specifics of the wager?
The Genesee Jackpot Pick-6 with the following specifics:
•
20% takeout rate
•
$0.20 bet minimum/maximum.
How is it paid out?
•
100% of the day’s net pool plus Jackpot carryover (if applicable) is paid out if there is a
unique ticket with 6 of 6
•

If there isn’t a unique ticket with 6 of 6:
O 50% of the day’s net pool is paid out to tickets with the most winners
O 50% of the day’s net pool is added to the jackpot carryover

What does ‘Jackpot’ mean and how does it differ from the regular Pick 6?
The Jackpot portion of the wager is reserved for situations where there is a unique ticket with 6 of 6.
If there is a unique ticket then the Jackpot gets paid out. If there isn’t, then the Jackpot grows. The
Jackpot pool grows until there is a unique winning ticket or until there is a mandatory payout date.
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What does “Mandatory Payout” mean?
When a Genesee Jackpot Pick 6 is priced with a Mandatory Payout it means that the net pool
plus the Jackpot carryover must be paid out.
Per New York State Gaming Commission (NYSGC) rules (§ 4011.27. Pick-six jackpot pools) 100%
of the day’s net pool plus accumulated carryovers will be distributed to wagers selecting the
winners of the most races of the pick-six jackpot pool.
How do I know the size of the jackpot carryover
The jackpot carryover will be reported on our live feed, on BataviaDownsGaming.com, on
Batavia Downs Racetrack Facebook page and many other wagering locations.
The minimum bet is $0.20, can I bet the traditional $2?
No. The minimum bet of $0.20 is also the maximum base bet. You can only make Genesee
Jackpot Pick-6 bets for $0.20 at a time.
But the base bet is different than the total bet cost. Suppose you like three different horses in
each of the Genesee Jackpot Pick-6 races.
Your ticket would cost:
Combinations: 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 = 729
Cost per Combination: $0.20
Total Bet Cost: $145.80
You can bet the same ticket and/or combinations on multiple tickets to get a greater share of
the pool that is paid out in the event of multiple winning tickets. Please keep in mind that if
you have the same winning combination on more than one ticket, you are no longer eligible
for the Jackpot pool.
Which race does the Genesee Jackpot Pick-6 start?
The Genesee Jackpot Pick-6 normally starts on race six as long as there are at least 11 races
carded. In the event there are 9 or 10 races carded then wagering on the Genesee Jackpot
Pick-6 would take place on the last six races of the live card.
When does betting stop?
Betting for the Genesee Jackpot Pick-6 closes when the gates open for the race in which it
begins.
What defines ‘Unique’Ticket?
Per the NYSGC rule, Batavia Downs has chosen the following definition for unique: “There is
one and only one winning ticket that correctly selected the first-place finisher in each of the
pick-six jackpot races, to be verified by the unique serial number assigned by the totalisator
company that issues the winning ticket”
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What happens with a late scratch?
In the event of a scratch the bettor receives the post time favorite. There are no refunds or
alternate selections.
What happens if there is a Dead Heat in the last leg?
If there is a dead heat in the last leg and you have both horses on your ticket then you will
receive twice the $0.20 payout since you have the winning combination for $0.40 (or twice)! If
your $0.40 winning combination is a unique ticket you will still be entitled to the Jackpot
carryover since it is on the same ticket.
When will the bet go official?
The bet will go official once the last leg in the sequence has been raced and made official by
the judges.
Why didn’t the Genesee Jackpot Pick-6 pay as much as the will pay?
Will Pays do not account for money that is wagered on the combination that includes the
scratched horse(s). If the pari-mutuel favorite wins the last leg, the money on the scratched
horse(s) are winning tickets. The Genesee Jackpot Pick-6 actual payout will be less than the
Will Pay by the amount of winning tickets on the scratched horse(s). This situation is not
unique to the Genesee Jackpot Pick-6 and currently happens with all multi-leg wagers with
the post time substitution rule including the traditional Pick 6, Pick 5, and the Pick 4. If the
pari-mutuel favorite doesn’t win the last leg, the Will Pay and payout will match.
Where can I find the Will Pays after the 5th leg?
Will Pays will be broadcast on our live simulcast feed.
Where can I find the results?
Results will be reported on our live simulcast feed once the last leg is complete. They will also
be available on BataviaDownsGaming.com, Batavia Downs Racetrack Facebook page and US
Trotting.com.
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